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Opening Message by Mr Marco Toninelli, COO
Good day All,
During the last months our organization faced a series of unpredictable events which
have changed our routine and tested all of us, our competences, our behavioural
attitudes, our being.
These huge difficulties, this situation have strengthened our belief that people are
the key factor of our organization at all levels. Our resources involvement, skills,
expertise and their behavioural attitude have demonstrated to be once again essential
for the Drilling Offshore business goals achievement and the safety of all of us.
It is with this intent that I would like to bring again to your attention our Competence
Assurance and Assessment Program.
As you all know, we are making a big effort to change DROF and DRON competence
management approach and follow the International Association of Drilling Contractors’
guidelines to obtain the certification of our Program.
Centrality of People, Operational Advantage, but also Commercial Advantage are the
objectives of this Program.
A specific Program Team, with resources from both ashore and offshore, has been
appointed and it is strongly working on the accomplishment of the project.
I am sure that everyone involved in this Program, both at supervisory and operational
levels, will be committed and supportive.
Moreover I’m glad to announce that every month a specific column about Competence
Assurance Program will be published in this Newsletter where you’ll find the updates,
news and much more..
This is a great opportunity for all of us… improving our competences, working safely,
showing our clients what we already know and we are competent in and even learning
what we do not know yet.
This is an opportunity to work together and welcome our future!
Stay tuned on the messages related to CAA Program.
Marco
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HOME NEWS
Notification routines for NPT > 4 hours
New Issued Criteria for NPT notification
by DOFOP Office

The new issued criteria, doc. no. CR_DF-SCTDOF-EXE-OPE-005-E NonProductive Time Notification, which regulates the apprise of NPTs, has
just been prepared, targeting to ensure an effective Notification
method for all the Non-Productive Time occurred on-board Offshore
Drilling Division vessels exceeding 4 hours, in order to ensure a quick
and efficient response.
The above mentioned NPTs, the ones which are or are estimated
exceeding 4 hours, are now called Notifiable Non-productive Time and
in such situations the Rig Superintendent, or any other member of
Vessel Management Team, shall send a notification to
NPT@saipem.com in the shortest possible time.
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The notification email shall include a description of the event and a
preliminary evaluation of the incident covering al least following
topics:
• Event description which caused the stop of operations and
equipment involved,
• Direct known causes of the Notifiable NPT,
• Side activities that might be affected by this event (Stuck Pipe,
Well Control situations, etc),
• Estimated time for fixing the problem and resume normal
operations,
• Spare part situation and eventual logistic support required,
• If required, a request for support/assistance from onshore base or
HQ,
• Establish a Single Contact Person on board, including the telephone
number.

Moreover, some quick Reporting Buttons have just been added on:
- DOFOP Share Platform
- ID3 Splash Screen
- ID3 Reporting Pages
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When one of this button are pressed an automatic draft email is
generated with the required information to be filled:

NPT
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Keep your hands at heart …. Love your hands
An interview with Mauro de Palma, Saipem 12000 Master

Where does the motto “Keep Your hands at heart … Love your hands”
come from? What inspired you?
My daughters were taking pictures at home and I heard them saying
all the time “keep yours hands at heart”. I immediately thought the
expression suited the Saipem Hand Safety campaign perfectly.
On Saint Valentine day I was onboard and received a message on
Linkedin inviting us on the day of romantic love and lovers for
excellence to think about one’s hands as a part of our body to be
loved and protect. In that very moment I recalled my daughter saying
“keep your hands at heart!” and I decided to use the sentence as a
title of an email message to send to colleagues and complete it to
make it suitable to the celebration and therefore “Keep Your hands at
heart … Love your hands” .

A NEW MOTTO FOR
OUR SAFETY CAMPAIGN

To continue in the next page
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How did you associated it to our work context? How did you share it
with the colleagues onboard? Did they appreciate it?
The hand safety campaign includes a weekly declaration of the best
shoc card on the theme and since the prize has been set up seven
our colleagues have been selected as winners. By pure change we
received the prizes a few days before my message and I proposed
the DRSU, PLMR and the Company to give the prize to the
colleagues while on duty, stopping the activity for a very short time
so that the winners could celebrate with their team and share the
motto “ Keep Your hands at heart … Love your hands”.
It may be obvious and sometime we forget how important hands
are. What about you?
Lucio Dalla in Henna says “love coming from the heart comes from
the hands”, so I think first of all to the gestures of affections, love,
caresses and hand shakes.
I also think of hands which shape, of the old sailors who at port used
to mend the nets or to splice the moring ropes with their callous
and rough hands, of the infinite alle infinite artistic worked created
by the preacious and skilled hand of our many sculptors and
painters. The list could be infinite.
Hands are incredible instruments. Will technology manage to create
one similar? Without the background noise of the gears, able to
touch and feel?
The aspect I dislike is that the same hands can hurt, offend, hold a
weapon.

To continue in the next page
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Today the pandemic affected us in many things, many regarded the
use of hands and we onboard we have not been immune. In fact,
unfortunately we also experienced Covid cases and diseases. Then
thank’s to extensive tests given to the whole crew we managed to
cut the chain of infections.
Now we must keep the level of attention high both for the
pandemic and safety. We cannot afford to lower our guard on no
front! Risk is always present, we must be aware and prepared to
mitigate and possibly eliminate all the risks starting from our most
exposed, vulnerable and precious limbs, our hands to be kept
always at heart!
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BEST SHOC on HANDS SAFETY
Congratulations to

Vladimir Bognados, from Saipem 12000

During the activities in the lunar pool, I observed that a person's
fingers were in a position of potential crushing between two wires. I
stopped the person from what he was doing and told him to
reposition his hand to avoid injury. He recognized me, accepted and
took his hands away and put them in a safer place.

Marco Toninelli

Chiara Bernardelli

DRO\F COO

DROF HSE Manager
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LIFE @
SAIPEM RIG

LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
SAIPEM 12000
In Mozambique
PUSHING THE LIMITS … TO FLY HIGH !

1-2-3… iron man!!
I believe I can fly
Safety walking around from Management
4. Santa Barbara …protect us!!
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
SAIPEM 10000
In Palermo, Italy
SPS Maintenance…almost ready for navigation

Soccer Teams…?? 
Fly on the Sky
Rig floor under maintenace… stay out please
SSE in action
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
SCARABEO 9
In Cartagena, Spain
Maintenance activity. Let’s pumper our baby!!! 
Fire-fighting equipment inspection
Mooring lines arrangement
Preparation for the drill
Safe performance of lifting operations
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
SCARABEO 8
At Goliat field, Barent Sea
Harsh environment, cold weather, but always ready to perform.
Soon to end the operation on Goliat G-1 and head south to
King/Prince.
Bad weather caused some delay, but crew is ready to start operation
as soon as conditions permit

1. Lot of equipment to backload at the
end of well
2. Checking equipment before start of
operations
3. Drill crew...who need rig tongs?
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
SCARABEO 5
In Angola
In February we had the occasion to welcome the Rig Manager on
board of Scarabeo 5 for a rig visit.
It was the first time since the beginning of the pandemic and there
was a lot to share and discuss with him and a lot to inspect and see
around the rig.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Greetings from the Chain Block;
Working on Perfora Tool;
Galley Inspection;
General Safety Meeting.
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
PERRO NEGRO 9
In Saudi Arabia
Feeling proud to get rewarded for the good job done

1. Hand safety campaign SEIKO watch winner
award.
2. Derrick man in action during ND BOP
3. Floor mans ready to apply the rotary slips
4. Drilling crew taking rest after heavy tubular
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
PERRO NEGRO 8
WE ARE BACK…

Almost ready for Russia

1-Hello It's Me
2.Riding a bike …..
3-PIC_NIC.. 
4_Cheeesssss
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
PERRO NEGRO 7
In Saudi Arabia
After completion of drilling operations on MARJN Well 690/699; In two
and half years on this platform we have drilled 9 Multi lateral wells and
more than 200,000 feet without experiencing any incident or delay.
In the end we are conducting the well flow operation and flaring; when
this operation is completed, the rig will be ready to move to another
location 770/779 to perform the same job always in safest and most
efficiency way.

1. Flaring operation in progress
2. Flaring operation view from the Heli deck
3. Well testing equipment rigged on main deck
4. Well testing equipment rigged on main deck and
pipe deck

LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
SEA LION 7
In Saudi Arabia
Never stop the Training. We are work for the Best…

1. Training on going
2. M.O.B. drill debriefing
3. Black bag tour…enjoy the
Housekeeping
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
PIONEER
In the Gulf of Mexico
We will never back down…never give up!!

1. Weekly rituals - crane greasing ongoing.
2. Driller in his temple.
3. Looking for a rainbow... 
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
PERRO NEGRO 4
Rig of the 3rd Quarter – Rig of the 4th Quarter
RIG OF THE YEAR 2020
With commitment, passion and positive attitude you can Achieve
the “TRIPLETE”. Only the best can score this amazing GOAL! Sorry
guys, but for the 2020 we are the best!

1)
2)
3)
4)

Celebrating an historic milestone – Rig of the 3rd Quarter- Rig of 4th Quarter and RIG OF THE YEAR
Pollution Team in action during Oil Spill drill
Rescue team during confined space drill
Last day on board, after more than 30 years of service as HSE, for our legend Ibrahim Shalabi
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PROFILE OF
THE MONTH

STEFANO ZAZZARA
HSE System Engineer

My name is Stefano Zazzara, I am 29, I am from Pescara (central
Italy) and I am an Environmental Engineer. I am happy to have this
possibility to share my working experience in Saipem because I
consider it very important for my professional life.
I joined Saipem in January 2020 as HSE System Engineer within
the Drilling Offshore Division and, since then, I have dealt with
the challenging world of safety onboard our vessels. This was
something totally new to me because I come from a very different
working background, in fact, I previously worked for a chemical
company in Italy, always as HSE Engineer. I decided to change my
job because I thought that Saipem would give to me a solid
preparation, a wider view of the whole world in terms of safety
and how it is perceived and implemented in different cultures.
In particular, what I have appreciated most is the international
approach not only strictly related to the Italian safety
legislations. And I can only confirm it so far, I am really proud of
the choice I made. Even though I started my career in a really
difficult period due to the Covid-19 pandemic, I had the chance to
get to know my workmates and to start great work relationships.
They manifested a strong sense of belonging to the company and
they immediately passed it down to me. I was involved in
important projects right away, one of the most challenging ones
was the digitalization process of Permits to Work for the whole
fleet.
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I am excited to be one of the first users of electronic permits to
work in Saipem. Another project that I have been involved in, is the
5-year special maintenance of the Saipem 10000 drilling ship. It has
been a challenging and intense experience inside the Palermo
shipyard. It might sound strange, but the first impression I had once
I stepped onboard, considering the fact that I was on an Italian
company ship moored in an Italian city, was like entering another
world. What I mean is that there were many people from all over
the world working together, languages mixing up in a
comprehensible way for everybody. At the same time, I have
appreciated the professionalism and commitment during the
working day.
Wrapping up, I really appreciate these experiences and I am ready
for new challenges. If I had the possibility to suggest a company to a
friend, I wouldn’t hesitate to suggest Saipem and its multicultural
and challenging environment.
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Share your ideas at DROF Internal Communication
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